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CONSULTING : THE
SKILLS YOU NEED TO
SUCCEED

A career in consulting may offer bright

In Consulting you can be a generalist

prospects but is not a cup of tea. Struggles

or a specialist. A generalist focuses on

and adversities greet you first before you get

universal improvement of a company.

to witness success. In case you are blessed

These people have many skills (IT,

with right skills then usage of such skills

accounting, business management, etc.)

might solve most of your problems.

that they combine to give companies a

Consulting companies focuses on specific

plan to by and large improve their

areas such as technology planning, strategic

situation. A specialist focuses on one

services, and management consulting. There

particular area (writing, skill building,

are freelance consultants who help school

human resources management,

systems and universities make better

accounting practices) and gains all the

programs for students or help the school

knowledge and information they can on

come up with a better financial plan. There

this specific area in order to share it

are also consultants for sports teams,

with a company and improve that one

investment banking, publishing companies,

function in the company.

and accounting firms.

WHAT YOU NEED?

Ability to work well with
others

Service Oriented
Personality

You have to be able to get along with,

You must be understand all of your clients’

listen to, speak to, and handle other

needs and motivate yourself to fulfil those.

people in order to consult. If you do not

No matter you versatile you are if you fail to

enjoy long hours of collaboration then

achieve what the client wants then there is

this line of work is not for you.

no point being a consultant. The primary
focus remains on client.

Problem Solving ability
Problems will always be there and you
need to have the perfect solution. It
doesn’t end there. Execution is equally
important and is not that simple. In
dealing with all different types of
businesses with different rules and
policies, depending on one answer to a
problem to be the only answer is not
only silly but downright wrong. You
will need to be able to think of many
solutions to the same problem to be
triumphant in your work.

Additional Skills
Apart from your specialized skill there
are a few other skills which comes
handy too. You must have a great
writing skills, business acumen, &
presentation skills.Without these forget
surviving even getting into a firm would
be difficult.

Consulting
Industry in India:
Prospects & Challenges

Consulting is one of the fastest-growing industries in India, which contributes to the
rapid growth of the sectors such as telecommunications, e-commerce, software designs,
hardware systems design & implementation, intranet & the internet, and website
development & operation. TCS, Wipro, Infosys, are a few major IT industries in India
competing with the major competitors in the global IT sector.

Promising Prospects
The consulting industry in India is

Besides, there are around 2000 R&D

growing at a compounded yearly

institutions and laboratories supporting

growth rate of 30 percent and as per

several domestic consultancy

the reports of The Associated

organizations directly or indirectly at a

Chambers of Commerce and Industry

realistic cost. The fast growth is largely

of India, it is expected to develop into

attributed to improved investment

Rs. 27,000 crores industry by 2020.

activities, low-cost structure, entry of

Presently, there are about 6000

many global players in the Indian

consultancy firms in metropolitan

market, relaxation in FDI restrictions,

cities including Delhi (25.7%) followed

and strong capabilities in areas like IT,

by, Mumbai (25.5%), Chennai (12.1%)

management, civil engineering,

and Kolkata (9.1%). Moreover, service

telecommunication, Petrochemicals,

sector contributes more than 50

power, and metallurgy.

percent to the nation’s GDP.

Major Strengths of the
Industry
The major strengths of the

However, the Indian consulting sector has

industry are professional

some shortcomings, which has been

competence, flexible thinking,

hindering the export growth, such as limited

low-cost structure, high
acceptability, high learning agility,
strong interpersonal skills,
focused approach and overall
business understanding.
Furthermore, their expertise in
diverse areas and familiarity with

presence in foreign countries due to lack of
intensified market expertise, low brand
equity, lack of strategic tie-ups, an
insufficient international experience of
Indian consultants working overseas, and
insufficient R&D activities. Despite these
limitations, the consulting sector in India is
responding creatively to the changing needs

the local conditions are a few

of the clients and seeking innovations to

other reasons that help them to

meet their future needs.

score over the global players.

BIGGEST CHALLENGES FOR
INDIAN CONSULTING FIRMS
• WITH INCREASING
GLOBALIZATION OF CONSULTING
FIRMS, INDIAN CONSULTANCY
SECTORS NEED TO ADOPT A NEW
ORGANIZATIONAL DESIGN THAT

• THE BIGGEST CHALLENGE FOR

BEST SUIT THEIR CONTEXTS AND

THE INDIAN CONSULTING FIRMS

IDENTITIES.

IS TO COMPETE WITH THE
GLOBAL PLAYERS IN THE
MARKET.

• MANY CONSULTANTS IN INDIA STILL
BELIEVE THAT SUBCONTRACTING
RESTRAINS THEIR GROWTH IN THE
OUTSOURCED REGIONS.

KURUKSHETRA

Our flagship event “Kurukshetra” – the case study competition was held on 12th of
September. With over 60 applicants this year, the event was divided in two rounds. The
preliminary round was held on 7th of September, wherein participants had to send the
solution in a PowerPoint presentation, amongst which our judge’s shortlisted 7 teams for
the final round, that was held on 12th of September, wherein they presented their
solutions in the presence of our honorable director. The case was based on real problem
and was written by SIMSCON members under the guidance of Mr. Sandeep Khedkar. The
case mainly revolved around Mr. and Mrs. Sengupta who along with their friend Mr.
Smith intended to open a coaching institute “Zenith” as a result for their intensive
passion for teaching. Given certain facts and figures, the participants had to come with a
solution for them as to whether they should open their coaching institute in Bridge city
or in Rampur town. Aadittee Rane and Anagha Sant of team “Yellow Cirlce” were declared
the winners and were awarded a cash prize of Rs.5000 whereas Merwyn D’Souza and
Sneha Banerjee of team “Fire Breathing Rubber Duckies” were the first runners up and
were awarded a cash prize of Rs.3000.

